Sandhya Narayanan, University of Nevada, Reno  
‘Ni Paisana; Ni Jacinta’: Language and the Interstices of Indigenous Femininity in Peru  
Oct 1

Anita Chang, CSU-East Bay  
Book talk and workshop on Third Digital Documentary: A Theory and Practice of Transmedia Arts Activism  
(co-hosted by the Linguistics Field Research Lab)  
Oct 15

Reading session on transcription  
(prequel to Feb 2022 transcription masterclass with Jillian Cavanaugh, CUNY)  
Oct 29

Michael Berman, UCSD  
Introduction, Heart of a Heartless World: Alienation, Compassion, and Listening in the Making of Secularist Japan (workshop)  
Nov 12 (note this will not be at the regular time)

Kitchen Session  
Dec 3

fridays 1-2:40

https://ucsd.zoom.us/j/98927334300

for updates to the schedule, please visit linganthlab.ucsd.edu